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Abstract
We determine certain exceptional surgeries on a 3-parametric family of hyper-

bolic 1-bridge genus one knots ((1, 1)-knots, in short). In particular, we show that
such knots admit two infinite series of lens space surgeries.Our work is related to
a nice paper of Teragaito [16], since we represent his toroidal manifolds as 2-fold
coverings of the 3-sphere branched over well-specified links.

1. Introduction

A Dehn surgeryon a knotK in the oriented 3-sphereS3 is a topological construc-
tion which yields a closed 3-manifold by removing an open tubular neighborhood ofK
in S3, and glue a solid torus back. By gluing a solid torus back as itwas, the surgery
gives the 3-sphere again. Such a surgery is calledtrivial , and we will ignore it. A
classical theorem of Wallace and Lickorish states that every pair of closed orientable
3-manifolds are related by a finite sequence of Dehn surgeries. For a hyperbolic knot
in the 3-sphere, at most finitely many Dehn surgeries yield non-hyperbolic 3-manifolds
by Thurston’s hyperbolic surgery theorem. Such surgeries are said to beexceptional,
and they have been studied extensively for many classes of knots. In particular, an
exceptional surgery is calledtoroidal if the surgery manifold is toroidal, that is, it con-
tains an incompressible torus. An exceptional surgery is called Seifert-fiberedif the
surgery manifold is a small Seifert-fibered space, that is, it has base spaceS2 and at
most three singular fibers. One of the unsolved problems in Dehn surgery theory is to
determine which knots in the 3-sphere admit Dehn surgeries yielding lens spaces. This
problem is completely solved for torus knots and satellite knots. Also, there are hyper-
bolic knots with lens space surgeries. Such examples were first found by Fintushel and
Stern in [5]. They proved that 18- and 19-surgeries on the (�2, 3, 7)-pretzel knot give
the lens spacesL(18, 5) andL(19, 8), respectively. It was conjectured by Gordon that
if a hyperbolic knot admits lens space surgery, then it isdoubly primitivein the sense
of Berge (unpublished manuscript). Here we recall this definition. Let (V1, V2) be a
genus two Heegaard splitting ofS3 and K a simple loop onF D �V1 D �V2. Then K
is called adoubly primitive knotif K represents a free generator both of�1(V1) and
of �1(V2). In this paper we study a 3-parametric family of hyperbolic1-bridge genus
one knots ((1, 1)-knots, in short), which includes the (�2, 3, 2n � 1)-pretzel knots, a
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subclass of the Eudave-Muñoz knots [4], and certain knots considered by Teragaito in
[16]. Then we determine certain exceptional surgeries on our (1, 1)-knots, and show
that they admit two infinite series of lens space surgeries. We also obtain a presen-
tation of the fundamental group of the constructed surgery manifolds. Finally, we de-
scribe covering properties of the toroidal manifolds obtained by Dehn surgery on the
Teragaito knots [16].

2. The knots Km,n,h

A knot K in S3 is said to be a (1, 1)-knot if S3 is a union of two solid toriV1 and
V2 glued along their boundaries and ifK intersects each solid torusVi in a trivial arc
ti , i D 1,2. It is known that every (1,1)-knot is a tunnel number one knot, and hence it
is a 2-generator knot. LetKm,n,h, m� 1, h � 0 andn � mC2, be the family of knots
in the oriented 3-sphereS3 depicted in Fig. 1 (they were first considered in [15]). To
make clear how strands run in the right-hand side in the figure, we have also depicted
the knot K2,4,2 in Fig. 2. If n D mC 2, then Km,n,h is equivalent to the torus knot of
type ((hC 3)(n� 1)� 1, hC 3). If mD 1 andh D 0, then Km,n,h is equivalent to the
(�2, 3, 2n � 1)-pretzel knot (in particular, the torus knot of type (5, 3)for n D 3). If
mD 2 andnD 6, thenKm,n,h is the knotKn, nD hC2, with three consecutive toroidal
Dehn surgeries, considered by Teragaito in [16]. Ifm D 1 and n D 4, then Km,n,h is
equivalent to the Eudave-Muñoz knotk(hC3, 1, 1, 0). In particular, forhD 0, the knot
k(3, 1, 1, 0) is the (�2, 3, 7)-pretzel knot. It is known that Eudave-Muñoz knots admit
non-integral toroidal surgeries (see [4]).

For everym such that 0< m< n� 2, Km,n,h is a chiral strongly invertible hyper-
bolic (1, 1)-knot (see [15]). One can directly verify these facts for many values of the
parameters by using the computer program SnapPea [19].

By the Wirtinger algorithm applied to the planar projectionin Fig. 1, we get (see
also [15]):

Theorem 1. For every m� 1, h � 0 and n� mC 2, the knot group of Km,n,h

has the2-generator presentation

�(Km,n,h) WD �1(S3 n Km,n,h) � ha, bW a(ahC2bhC2)
n�m�1

(ahC3bhC3)
m D 1i,

where the pathm D ba is a meridian of the knot.

Let Em,n,h D E(Km,n,h) be the exterior ofKm,n,h in S3, and choose a path

l� D a�(hC3)(b�(hC2)a�(hC2))
n�m�2

a�1b�1

as a longitudinal circle on�Em,n,h. Of course, we have [m, l�] D 1 by using the relation of
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Fig. 1. The knotKm,n,h, m� 1, h � 0, n � mC 2.

the knot group. To find the null homologous longitudel in Em,n,h, we form the expression

l � l� C xm D a�(hC3)(b�(hC2)a�(hC2))
n�m�2

a�1b�1(a�1b�1)
�x

where x 2 Z is not yet determined. Here the symbol� means that two simple closed
curves (in the exterior ofKm,n,h) are homologically equivalent. We show that the con-
dition l � 0 yields

x D �[(hC 2)2nC (2hC 5)m� h2 � 3h � 3]

hence

l � a�(hC3)(b�(hC2)a�(hC2))
n�m�2

(a�1b�1)
�
,
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Fig. 2. The knotK2,4,2.

where� D (hC 2)2nC (2hC5)m�h2�3h�2. In fact, settingl � 0 gives the equation

a(�h � 4� (hC 2)(n�m� 2)C x)C b(�(hC 2)(n�m� 2)� 1C x) D 0.

The relation of�(Km,n,h), considered in its abelianizationH1(Em,n,h), gives the equation

a(1C (hC 2)(n�m� 1)C (hC 3)m)C b((hC 2)(n�m� 1)C (hC 3)m) D 0.

Thus there exists an integer� 2 Z such that

��(1C (hC 2)(n�m� 1)C (hC 3)m) D x � h � 4� (hC 2)(n�m� 2),�((hC 2)(n�m� 1)C (hC 3)m) D �(hC 2)(n�m� 2)C x � 1

hence� D �h � 3, that is,x D �[(hC 2)2nC (2hC 5)m� h2 � 3h � 3].
To obtain the surgery manifoldKm,n,h( ),  D p=q,  ¤ 1, we choose a simple

closed curve��(�) D mplq, where (m, l) is the preferred frame, obtained above,�
is the standard meridian of a solid torusV D D2 � S1, and � W �V ! �Em,n,h is an
attaching homeomorphism. Recall that a group presentationis said to bebalanced if
it has the same number of generators and relations.

Then we have

Theorem 2. For every m� 1, h � 0 and n� mC 2, the fundamental group of
the surgery manifold Km,n,h( ),  D p=q,  ¤ 1, has a balanced presentation with
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generators a and b, and relations

a(ahC2bhC2)n�m�1(ahC3bhC3)m D 1

and

(ba)p[a�(hC3)(b�(hC2)a�(hC2))n�m�2(a�1b�1)
�
]q D 1

where

� D (hC 2)2nC (2hC 5)m� h2 � 3h � 2.

To complete the section, we determine the genus of our knots.

Theorem 3. The genus of the knot Km,n,h is given by

g(Km,n,h) D (hC 2)

�
(n� 1)(hC 1)

2
Cm

�
.

Proof. Let us consider the planar picture of the knotKm,n,h in Fig. 1. Applying
Seifert’s algorithm to it, we can calculate the numberc of crossings and the numbers
of Seifert circles in the sense of [12, Chapter 5]. We obtainc D (h C 1)(h C 2)n C
2(h C 2)m � h2 ands D 3h C 3. Now recall that the constructed Seifert surfaceS has
genusg(S) D 1� (1C s� c)=2 andg(Km,n,h) is less than or equal tog(S) (see [12, Exer-
cise 10, p. 121]). To prove the reverse inequality, we use thefree calculus of Fox and com-
pute the degree of the Alexander polynomial1m,n,h(t) of Km,n,h from the presentation of�(Km,n,h) given in Theorem 1. Let�ab D �ab(Km,n,h) � Z denote the abelianized group
of � D �(Km,n,h) and' W Z[� ] ! Z[�ab] D Z[t, t�1] the abelianization map between
the group rings. Settingx D (ab)�1 and y D a (with inverse relationbD (xy)�1), �ab is
freely generated byx asyD x�, where� D (hC2)(n�m�1)Cm(hC3). Furthermore,
the relator of� can be re-written asRD y(yhC2(y�1x�1)hC2)n�m�1(yhC3(y�1x�1)hC3)m.
Then'(x) D t , hence'(y) D t� and'(y�1x�1) D t���1. Recall that the free derivatives
of Fox satisfy the characteristic properties�(uv)=�x D �u=�x C u�v=�x, �u�1=�x D�u�1�u=�x and�un=�x D ((un � 1)=(u � 1))�u=�x. Applying these to our case, we see
that the Alexander polynomial1m,n,h(t) is given by'(�R=�x) and its degree is equal to
(h C 2)((h C 1)(n � 1)C 2m). Now recall that the degree of the Alexander polynomial
of a knot K in S3 cannot exceed 2g(K ) (see [12, Exercise 10, p. 208]). This completes
the proof.

3. Exceptional surgeries onKm,n,h

Theorem 4. For n D mC 3, m� 1 and h� 0, we have the following results:
i) If h D 0 and  D 9mC 8, then Km,n,h( ) is the Seifert-fibered space defined by
the invariants(O 0 oW 0 (2, 1) (5, 2) (mC 2,�1));
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ii) If  D (hC 3)2mC2h2C9hC9, then Km,n,h( ) is the Seifert-fibered space defined
by the invariants(O 0oW 0 (2, 1) ((hC3)mC1,hC3) (hC1, 1)). In particular, if h D 0,
we get the lens space L(9mC 9, 3mC 2);
iii) If  D (hC 3)2m C 2h2 C 9h C 10, then Km,n,h( ) is the Seifert-fibered space
defined by the invariants(O 0 oW 0 (h C 2, 1) (2h C 5, h C 2) (m, 1)). In particular, if
mD 1, we get the lens space L(3h2C 15hC 19, 3hC 8).

Proof. i) By Theorem 2,�1 D �1(Km,n,h( )),  D 9mC 8, has a balanced pres-
entation with generatorsa andb, and relationsa(a2b2)2(a3b3)mD 1 andbaba3b2a3D 1.
Using the second relation, we can express the first relation as (a�4b�1)ma�1ba�1b�1D 1.
SettingxD a�4b�1 andyD a (with inverse relationbD x�1y�4) yields a balanced presen-
tation for�1 with generatorsx andy and relationsxmC2D (xy)2 and (xy)2y3(xy)2y2D 1.
From the first relation, we see thatxmC2 commutes withxy, hence it commutes withy.
Then�1� hx, yW xmC2D (xy)2, (xy)4D y�5i. Let now6 be the Seifert-fibered manifold
defined by the invariants (O 0 oW 0 (2, 1) (5, 2) (mC2,�1)), wherem> 1 (for mD 1 the
considered knot is the (�2, 3, 7)-pretzel knot, and the result is known). Since 1=2C1=5C
1=(mC2)< 1 for m> 1,6 is a large Seifert manifold in the sense of [8, p. 92], hence itis
aspherical (for the classification of small Seifert manifolds we refer to Section 5.4 of [8,
p. 99]). We recall by [8, p. 91] that�1(6)� hq1, q2, q3, u W q2

1uD 1, q5
2u2D 1, qmC2

3 D u,

q1q2q3 D 1, [q j , u] D 1, j D 1, 2, 3i. Eliminating the generatorsu (D qmC2
3 ) and q1

(Dq�1
3 q�1

2 ) we get the presentation�1(6)�hq2,q3W qmC2
3 D (q3q2)2,(q3q2)2Dq�5

2 i, hence�1(6)� �1(Km,n,h( ))D �1. In particular, the elementxmC2 (D qmC2
3 D u) generates an

infinite cyclic grouphxmC2i, which is the nontrivial center of�1. SupposeKm,n,h( ) is not
prime. Since the knot has tunnel number one, the genus ofKm,n,h( ) is less than or equal
to 2, and it can be decomposed in a connected sumKm,n,h( )DM1#M2 whereMi is prime
for i D 1, 2, and�1 � �1(M1) � �1(M2). But a free product of non-trivial groups admits
only a trivial center and here�1 has a non-trivial one (generated byuD xmC2). This im-
plies that�1(M1)D �1 and�1(M2)� 0. HenceM2 is the 3-sphere. NowKm,n,h( )� M1

is prime, different fromS1�S2 (because�1¤Z), then it is irreducible. By [2] the surgery
manifold is Seifert-fibered, and hence it is homeomorphic to6 by [8, p. 134].

ii) By Theorem 2,�1D�1(Km,n,h( )),  D (hC3)2mC2h2C9hC9, is presented byha, bW a(ahC2bhC2)
2
(ahC3bhC3)

mD 1, bhC2ahC3bahC3D 1i. SettingxD ahC3b and yD a
(with inverse relationbD y�h�3x), the second relation becomesx2(y�h�3x)hC1D 1. So
y�h�3x commutes withx2, henceyhC3 commutes withx2. Using this fact, we see that
the first relation of�1 becomesy(yhC2(y�h�3x)hC2)2(yhC3(y�h�3x)hC3)mD 1, or, equiva-

lently, x2ym(hC3)C1D 1. Then we have�1� hx, y W ym(hC3)C1D (y�h�3x)
hC1D x�2i. By

[13, Theorems 2.1 and 3.1], our surgery manifold is the fibered tetrahedron manifold
defined by the Seifert invariants (O 0 oW �1 (m(hC 3)C 1,�h� 3) (2,�1) (hC 1, h)).
But such a manifold is homeomorphic to that specified in (ii) by using standard modi-
fications of the Seifert invariants (see [7, Chapter 4, p. 147]). If hD 0, then the surgery
manifold is the Seifert-fibered space (O 0oW 0 (2, 1) (3mC1, 3) (1, 1)), which is homeo-
morphic to the Seifert manifold (O 0 oW 1 (2, 1) (3mC 1, 3)). Recall now that a fibered
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space defined by the invariants (O 0oW b(�1,�1) (�2,�2)) is the lens spaceL(� ,�), where� D jb�1�2C �1�2C �2�1j, � D r�2C s�2, andr�1� s(b�1C �1)D 1. In our case, we
have (�1, �1)D (2, 1), (�2, �2)D (3mC1, 3), bD 1, r D sD�1, hence� D 9mC9 and�D�3m� 4. Since (�3m� 4)(3mC 2)� 1 mod (9mC 9), the surgery manifold is the
lens spaceL(� , �)� L(9mC9, 3mC2).

iii) By Theorem 2,�1 D �1(Km,n,h( )),  D (hC 3)2mC 2h2C 9hC 10, is pre-
sented byha, bW a(ahC2bhC2)2(ahC3bhC3)m D 1, a2hC5bhC2 D 1i. SincebhC2 is central
in �1, the first relation becomes (a�(hC2)b)m�1a�(hC2)bhC3 D 1. Then we have�1 �ha, bW a2hC5bhC2 D 1, (a�(hC2)b)m�1a�(hC2)bhC3 D 1i. This presentation is geometric
since it arises from a genus 2 Heegaard diagram of the manifold. Now we can apply
Theorem 2.2 of [3] to conclude that our surgery manifold is the Seifert-fibered space
defined by the invariants (O 0 oW �1 (h C 2, h C 3) (2h C 5, h C 2) (m, 1)). But such
a manifold is homeomorphic to that specified in (iii) by usingstandard modifications
of the Seifert invariants (see [7, Chapter 4, p. 147]). IfmD 1, then the surgery mani-
fold is the Seifert-fibered space (O 0 oW 0 (h C 2, 1) (2h C 5, h C 2) (1, 1)), which is
homeomorphic to (O 0 oW 1 (h C 2, 1) (2h C 5, h C 2)). As above, the surgery mani-
fold is the lens spaceL(� , �), where� D jb�1�2C �1�2C �2�1j, � D r�2C s�2, and
r�1 � s(b�1 C �1) D 1, with (�1, �1) D (h C 2, 1), (�2, �2) D (2h C 5, h C 2) and
b D 1. Then we have� D 3h2 C 15h C 19, r D s D �1, and � D �3h � 7. Since
(�3h � 7)(3hC 8)� 1 mod (3h2C 15hC 19), the surgery manifold is the lens space
L(� , �) � L(3h2C 15hC 19, 3hC 8).

If mD 1 andh D 0 (hencenD 4) in Theorem 4, thenKm,n,h is the (�2, 3, 7)-pretzel
knot. So from (ii) and (iii) above we re-obtain the wellknownresults that 18-surgery and
19-surgery on it give the lens spacesL(18,5) andL(19,8), respectively (see [5]). IfmD 1
andn D 4, the knotKm,n,h is the Eudave-Muñoz knotk(hC 3, 1, 1, 0) (in particular, the
(�2, 3, 7)-pretzel knot forhD 0), and its exceptional surgeries are known in the literature.
For h D 0, there are exactly six nontrivial exceptional surgeries which correspond to the
slopes 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 37=2. The slopes 16, 20 and 37=2 give toroidal manifolds;
the slope 17 gives the Seifert-fibered space (O 0 oW 0 (2, 1) (5, 2) (3,�1)); the slopes 18
and 19 give the lens spacesL(18, 5) andL(19, 8), respectively. Forh > 0, there are four
nontrivial exceptional surgeries which correspond to the slopes 3h2 C 15h C 18, 3h2 C
15hC 19, 3h2C 15hC 20, and 3h2C 15hC 18C (1=2). The slope 3h2C 15hC 18 gives
the Seifert-fibered space (O 0oW 0 (2, 1) (hC 4, hC 3) (hC 1, 1)) (see (ii) in Theorem 4).
The slope 3h2 C 15hC 19 gives the lens spaceL(3h2 C 15hC 19, 3h C 8) (see (iii) in
Theorem 4). The slope 3h2 C 15hC 20 gives a toroidal manifold as shown in Theorem
5 below. Finally, 3h2 C 15hC 18C (1=2) is the non-integral toroidal slope for the knot
k(hC 3, 1, 1, 0) which was determined in [4] (see also [17, Section 2, p. 3]).

Theorem 5. For n D mC 3, m � 1 and h� 0, the surgery manifold Km,n,h( )
is toroidal if  D (hC 3)2mC 2h2C 9hC 11. If further hD 0, then Km,n,h( ) is also
toroidal when D 9mC 7.
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Fig. 3. An RR-system inducing the presentation of�1(M), where
M D Km,n,h( ),  D (hC 3)2mC 2h2C 9hC 11 andn D mC 3.

Proof. The proofs are similar in both cases, so we shall illustrate that of the first
statement. By Theorem 2,�1 D �1(M), where M D Km,n,h( ) and  D (hC 3)2mC
2h2 C 9h C 11, has a balanced presentation with generatorsa and b and relations

a(ahC2bhC2)
2
(ahC3bhC3)

mD 1 andbD ahC2bhC2ahC2. From the second relationbhC3D
(ahC2bhC2)

2
, it follows that bhC3 commutes withahC2bhC2, hencebhC3 commutes with

ahC2. Thus G D hahC2, bhC3i is a finitely generated abelian subgroup of�1. By The-
orem 9.13 of [6],G is isomorphic to one ofZ, Zp, Z�Z, or Z�Z2, where p> 0. By
Theorem 9.12 of [6], ifG� Z�Z2, then M would be non-orientable, which is not the
case. IfG � Z or Zp, then there exists� 2 Z (resp.� 2 Z) such thatbhC3 D a�(hC2)

(resp. ahC2 D b� (hC3)). In these cases, the order of the abelianized group�ab
1 is dif-

ferent to the integral surgery slope D (hC 3)2m C 2h2 C 9h C 11, giving a con-
tradiction. ThusG D hahC2, bhC3i � Z � Z. Furthermore,�1 can be presented byha, bW abhC3(ahC3bhC3)

m D 1, ba�(hC2)b�(hC2)a�(hC2) D 1i. This presentation is geo-
metric since it arises from a genus 2 Heegaard diagram of the manifold. To see this
it suffices to draw an RR-system (rail road system) which induces the above presenta-
tion. See Fig. 3 (for the theory of RR-systems we refer to [9],[10] and [11]). The first
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(resp. second) relation arises from the simple closed curvewhose orientation is given
by one (resp. two) arrow(s), starting from the marked point in Fig. 3. The relation
[ahC2,bhC3] D 1 arises from the dotted curve� on the Heegaard surface of the splitting
(see Fig. 3), hence it is bicollared inM. Then we have a mapf W B2! M such that
for some neighborhoodA of �B2 in B2, the restricted mapfjA W A! M is an embed-
ding, f �1( f (A)) D A and f (�B2)D �. Then fj�B2 W �B2! M, representing�, extends
to an embeddinggW B2! M by Dehn’s lemma (see [6, Lemma 4.1]). SoM contains
an incompressible non-separating torus since� defines the relation [ahC2, bhC3] D 1
and G D hahC2, bhC3i � Z� Z.

Theorem 6. For mD 1, n > 4 and h� 0, we have the following results:
i) If  D (hC 2)2n � h2 � hC 2, then Km,n,h( ) is the Seifert-fibered space defined
by the invariants(O 0 oW � 1 (2, 1) (hC 4, hC 3) ((hC 2)n� 3h � 7, hC 2)).
ii) If  D (hC 2)2n � h2 � hC 3, then Km,n,h( ) is the Seifert-fibered space defined
by the invariants(O 0 oW � 1 (hC 3, 1) (2hC 5, hC 2) (n� 3,�1)).
iii) If  D (hC 2)2n� h2 � hC 4, then Km,n,h( ) is toroidal.

Proof. i) By Theorem 2,�1 D �1(Km,n,h( )),  D (hC 2)2n� h2� hC 2, has a
balanced presentation with generatorsa andb and relationsa(ahC2bhC2)n�2ahC3bhC3D
1 anda�(hC3)(b�(hC2)a�(hC2))n�3a�1b�1D 1. Using the first relation, the second one be-
comes a D bhC2ahC3bhC2. Then the first relation is equivalent to the relation

ahC4(b�1)
(hC2)n�3h�7 D 1 by using standard Tietze transformations. So we have

�1 � 
a, bW ahC4(b�1)
(hC2)n�3h�7 D 1, ab�(hC2)a(b�1)

(hC2)n�2h�5 D 1
�
.

This presentation is geometric since it arises from a genus 2Heegaard diagram of the
manifold. Now we can apply Theorem 2.2 of [3] to conclude thatour surgery manifold
is the fibered space defined by the Seifert invariants in (i).

ii) By Theorem 2, the group�1 D �1(Km,n,h( )),  D (hC 2)2n�h2�hC3, has a
balanced presentation with generatorsa andb, and relationsa(ahC2bhC2)n�2ahC3bhC3D 1
and (ahC2bhC2)n�3ahC3 D 1. SoahC3 is central in�1. By using Tietze’s transformations
we get�1 � ha, bW ahC3b2hC5 D 1, (abhC3)2�nab�h�2 D 1i. This presentation is geomet-
ric since it arises from a genus 2 Heegaard diagram of the manifold. Now we can apply
Theorem 2.2 of [3] to obtain the result.

iii) By Theorem 2, �1 D �1(M), where M D Km,n,h( ),  D (hC 2)2n �
h2 � h C 4, has a balanced presentation with generatorsa and b and relations
a(ahC2bhC2)n�2ahC3bhC3 D 1 and (ahC2bhC2)n�2 D bhC3. Using the second relation, the

first relation becomesabhC3ahC3bhC3 D 1, or, equivalently,ahC2 D (ahC3bhC3)
2
. This

implies thatahC2 commutes withahC3bhC3, henceahC2 commutes withbhC3. Reason-
ing as in Theorem 5, it follows thatM contains an incompressible non-separating torus
whose fundamental group is given byhahC2, bhC3i � Z� Z.
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If mD 2 andnD 6, thenKm,n,h is the Teragaito knotKn, with n D hC2, having
three consecutive toroidal slopes 5h2C 25hC 31, 5h2C 25hC 32 and 5h2C 25hC 33.
For the remaining cases, we obtain the following result.

Theorem 7. For either mD 2 and n� 7 or m � 3 and n�m � 4, the surgery
manifold Km,n,h( ) is toroidal if the slopes are either1 D (hC 2)2nC (2h C 5)m�
h2 � 3h � 2 or 2 D (hC 2)2nC (2hC 5)m� h2 � 3h � 1.

Proof. If mD 2 andn � 7, then the surgery manifoldKm,n,h(1) has a fundamen-
tal group presented by

�1 D ha, bW a(ahC2bhC2)n�3(ahC3bhC3)2 D 1, ahC3(ahC2bhC2)n�4 D 1i.
By using the second relation, the first relation becomesbahC3bhC3ahC3 D 1, hence

b�1 D ahC3bhC2bahC3,

which is equivalent tob�1 D ahC3bhC2a�(hC3)b�(hC3), i.e., [ahC3bhC2] D 1. Reason-
ing as in Theorem 5, we see that the surgery manifold containsan incompressible
non-separating torus whose fundamental group ishahC3, bhC2i � Z � Z. Under the
same conditions above, the surgery manifoldKm,n,h(2) has a fundamental group pre-
sented by

�1 � ha, bW a(ahC2bhC2)n�3(ahC3bhC3)2 D 1, bhC3 D (ahC2bhC2)n�3i
� ha, bW abhC3(ahC3bhC3)2 D 1, bhC3 D (ahC2bhC2)n�3i.

It follows that bhC3 commutes withahC2bhC2, hencebhC3 commutes withahC2. So
the result is proved by considering the subgrouphahC2, bhC3i � Z� Z. If m � 3 and
n�m� 4, then the surgery manifoldKm,n,h(1) has a fundamental group presented by

�1 D ha, bW a(ahC2bhC2)n�m�1(ahC3bhC3)
m D 1, ahC3 D (b�(hC2)a�(hC2))n�m�2i.

Then ahC3 commutes withahC2bhC2, henceahC3 commutes withbhC2. We have again
a subgrouphahC3, bhC2i � Z� Z. Under the same conditions above, the fundamental
group of Km,n,h(2) is presented by

ha, bW a(ahC2bhC2)n�m�1(ahC3bhC3)m D 1, (b�(hC2)a�(hC2))n�m�1bhC3 D 1i.
It follows that bhC3 commutes withahC2, and so there exists a subgrouphbhC3,ahC2i �Z� Z.

By using SnapPea program [19] and taking in mind the known restrictions on the
exceptional slopes, we have verified that there are no other (nontrivial) exceptional surg-
eries onKm,n,h for many fixed values of the parameters (besides those obtained above).
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4. Representing the Teragaito manifolds as branched coverings

Let M1(h), M2(h), and M3(h) denote the closed toroidal 3-manifolds obtained by
Dehn surgeries onKm,n,h, mD 2 andnD 6, with slopes 5h2C25hC31, 5h2C25hC32,
and 5h2 C 25h C 33, respectively. Such manifolds were first considered by Teragaito
in [16]. Here we represent them by simple Heegaard diagrams of genus two. As a
consequence, we prove that these manifolds are 2-fold cyclic coverings of the 3-sphere
branched over well-specified links. From Theorem 2 (using suitable Tietze transform-
ations), we get

Theorem 8. For every non negative integer h, the fundamental groups Gi ��1(Mi (h)) of the toroidal manifolds Mi (h), for i D 1,2,3,admit the following2-generator
presentations:

G1 D ha, bW a D bhC2ahC3bhC3ahC3bhC2, b�1 D ahC3bhC2ahC2bhC2ahC3i,
G2 D ha, bW b2hC5ahC3bhC3ahC3 D 1, a2hC5bhC2ahC2bhC2 D 1i,

and

G3 D ha, bW abhC3(ahC3bhC3)
2 D 1, b�1ahC2(bhC2ahC2)

2 D 1i.
In particular, these presentations are geometric, that is, they correspond to spines of
the associated manifolds. In other words, the presentation Gi is induced by a genus2
Heegaard diagram representing Mi (h), for i D 1, 2, 3 (seeFigs. 4, 5and 6).

Theorem 9. For every non negative integer h, the toroidal manifolds M1(h),
M2(h), and M3(h) are the 2-fold cyclic coverings of the3-sphere branched over the
hyperbolic3-bridge links L1, L2, and L3 depicted inFigs. 7, 8 and 9,respectively. In
particular, L1 and L3 are knots while L2 is a 2-component link.

Proof of Theorem 9. The Heegaard diagrams in Figs. 4, 5 and 6 admit two dif-
ferent symmetries of order two: one of them interchanges thecirclesa and�b and the
other one is an orientation-preserving involution� which fixes two symmetry axes on
the circlesa and�b and one axis on the circle obtained by the horizontal line plus in-
finity. Let us consider the planar graph in Fig. 4. The circle denoted bya and its dual�a have exactly 5h C 15 vertices, while the circlesb and�b have 5h C 12 vertices.
If the parameterh is even, sayh D 2n, then the fixed axis ofa connects the vertex
2hC7 and the middle point between 2Cn andhC5Cn, the fixed axis of�b connects
the points labelled by�N1 and�(2C n), while the axis on the horizontal line joins the
middle point between 5n C 4 and 5n C 5 with the vertex 15n C 13. If h D 2n C 1
for a suitablen, then the involution� fixes the axis ofa with endpoints 2h C 7 and
hC 5C n, the axis of�b connecting�N1 and the middle point between�(hC 5C n)
and �(3C n) and the horizontal axis which joins the vertex 5n C 7 with the middle
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Fig. 4. A genus 2 Heegaard diagram ofM1(h).

point between 15nC20 and 15nC21. The graph in Fig. 5 has 5hC13 (resp. 5hC12)
vertices on the circlea and�a (resp.b and�b). If h D 2n, then the fixed axis ofa
connectshC 3 and the middle point between 2Cn andhC5Cn, the fixed axis of�b
has endpoints�(2hC 6) and�(2C n), while the fixed axis of the horizontal line plus
infinity joins the middle point between 5nC4 and 5nC5 with the vertex 15nC13. If
h D 2nC1, then the fixed axis ofa has endpoints onhC 3 and2hC 7C n, the fixed
axis of�b connects�(2hC6) with the middle point between�(hC 4C n) and 2C n
and the fixed axis of the horizontal line plus infinity joins 5nC7 with the middle point
between the vertices 15nC20 and 15nC21. Finally, let us focus on the Heegaard dia-
gram in Fig. 6, having exactly 5h C 13 (resp. 5h C 14) vertices on the circlesa and�a (resp.b and�b). If h D 2n, then the fixed axes of the diagram connectN1 and the
middle point between3C n and hC 6C n on the circlea, the points�(2hC 5) and�(hC 5C n) on the circle�b and the middle point between 5nC 5 and 5nC 6 with
the vertex 15nC 14 on the horizontal line plus infinity. Ifh D 2nC 1, then the fixed
axis of a under the involution� has endpointsN1 andhC nC 4, the fixed axis of�b
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Fig. 5. A genus 2 Heegaard diagram ofM2(h).

joins the vertex�(2hC 5) with the middle point between�(hC nC 4) and�(nC 2)
and finally, the fixed axis of the horizontal line plus infinityconnects the middle point
between 5n C 5 and 5n C 6 with the point 15n C 14. As described in [1], [14] and
[18], the fixed axes of each Heegaard diagram under the actionof the involution� be-
come the bridges of a well-specified 3-bridge link or knot. This is the branch set of
the related manifold represented as double branched covering of S3. By a sequence
of Reidemeister moves, we can reduce the obtained branch sets in the simple forms
shown in Figs. 7, 8 and 9.
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Fig. 6. A genus 2 Heegaard diagram ofM3(h).
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Fig. 7. The 3-bridge hyperbolic knotL1.

Fig. 8. The 3-bridge hyperbolic linkL2.
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Fig. 9. The 3-bridge hyperbolic knotL3.
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